Statistics

**USD 6 billion** is estimated to be the cost of cybercrime, which is equivalent to the world's third largest economy in terms of gross domestic product.

**20 billion** Internet-connected devices in the world.

+80% of the data generated in cyberspace is managed by the private sector.
Digital Evidence

Source

• Where is the evidence?
• Who can provide the information?

Request:

• Parameters
• Channels
• Mechanisms
• What data can I request?

Information gathering

• Treatment given to this evidence.
• Chain of custody to ensure traceability and other principles of legal evidence.

Digital Evidence Presentation and validation:

• How do I disclose evidence to prosecutors and judges?
• It is necessary that the evidence is analyzed by experts and can be translated into clear language
• Legality

Use of technologies to ensure digital evidence management
Challenges

- Legal Framework Update
- Authenticity of the evidence
- Exponential increase of TICS
- Mechanisms of cooperation
- Strengthen capabilities
Thanks

It is an HONOR BEING A POLICEMAN